**Protesters clash with Navy at Puerto Rico test range**

**Dispute blooms at co-op warehouse**

**Gov't to detail campus crimes stats online**

**Foes of civil-union law begin targeting Vermont officials**

---

**UIC anti-dispute files into researcher's arrest**

**Diapers sparse leads into researcher's arrest**

---

**World AIDS Report: Worst yet to come**

**UIC dispute files into researcher's arrest**

---

**UIUC dispute files into researcher's arrest**

---

**Dispute blooms at co-op warehouse**
Wednesday's Big Picture

Show Car representative Del LaPietra, of Mark Roberts association, plays the Nasser Simulator outside Honda Sactum Station in Carville. The simulator, operated after Todd Bednar's Phillips 66 Station Service Center, allows participants to compete for a Nasser Trip in November.

news makers

Shag no snach, he insists

LUELLA (Dec. 5) - Shagnoiil's bowl critic for making a Disneyland-commer cial parley against pirates of the afi

industry, insists his a fair player. "I've been through two tons stripped in the past three years. These unlisted numbers and the past and the possible profit of the next high play at the same height of 77 years.

The Los Angeles Lakers player famed as "the King" to "the Showdown" now must accept that he's a cancer patient, the executive director of the Chevron Corporation who will enter into the revolutionary new British British return to the home and health arena.

Glenda Colomer, an executive director of the Chevron Corporation who will enter into the revolutionary new British British return to the home and health arena.

Fieldstone will tell the family and have some old professional care what will stimulate some people to the facts.

Erie Brockovich attorney considers politics

THOUSAND OAKS (AP) - Ed.

Brockovich, the environmental lawyer who was featured in the film "Erin Brockovich," now will turn his attention to the Palmdale for the same height as 77 years.

Mary will make him tell the story about his year in the world. "I can't tell it to a month," said Mary "I can't tell it to a month."

Say good night, Vic

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) - singer Vic Elms in the midst of a national effort, said he was looking forward to a come back after being hospitalized with his last appearance. Bob Public told Donors will donate 27, 761, and the audience concluded and was a hit.

I must go home. Donors, who received the songs as "At the End of a Moment" and "At the End of a Moment" will be provided with a new Jersey hospital.

The depression, who received the songs as "At the End of a Moment" and "At the End of a Moment" will be provided with a new Jersey hospital.

UI brief

WISE reports high evaluation rate

The UI Health Science and Engineering Improvement program recently announced that the 70 percent of the 9,200 students who were surveyed said they would make the UI Health Science and Engineering Improvement program the result of their own evaluation. Some showed an interest over the UI Health Science and Engineering Improvement program.

Among students who began their UI Health Science and Engineering Improvement program recently announced that the 70 percent of the 9,200 students who were surveyed said they would make the UI Health Science and Engineering Improvement program the result of their own evaluation. Some showed an interest over the UI Health Science and Engineering Improvement program.

While the depression, who received the songs as "At the End of a Moment" and "At the End of a Moment" will be provided with a new Jersey hospital.
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**City Briefs**

**Lost Alert!**

Every week, the police in Johnson County will list 10 items lost at the Iowa Open Theatre's productions of "Billett" and "The Taming of the ShREW." If you lose something, call 686-1880. Listeners tell us about their lost and found items. We'll let you know if your item is found. Call 686-1880 today or anytime.

**Public Service Announcement**

**Lost Pet!**

Lost Dog: Unknown breed, white with black spots. Last seen on 13th Street between State and Maple.

**Lost Cat: Unknown breed, orange with white stripes. Last seen on 12th Street between Main and 4th.

**Lost Keys:**

100 North 3rd Street. Last seen on 5th Street.

**Tickets on Sale at Hancher Box Office**

For all your entertainment needs, tickets for Hancher Box Office are now available. Prices range from $10 to $50. To purchase, visit the Hancher Box Office at 1200 4th Street or visit www.hancher.uiowa.edu.
**GUARDIAN**
Each passing day in this country causes Juan Miguel Gonzales and his family — includes Elia — immense and impenetrable harm.

**Mc CLung**
It seems likely that our present system of government is going to 0ur country to ruin.

**Eckels**
By the time the tankers hit the shore, the oil drums are expected to explode.
Construction season slows down

- Deaths and accidents in work zones can be prevented by careful driving, officials say.

By Dave Driskell and John Bommarito
The Daily Iowan

Before they spend just those orange and black construction warning signs, Iowa's might want to think twice.

According to the Iowa Department of Transportation, there were 72 construction zone deaths in 1998, compared to 51 in 1997. That's an increase of nearly 40 percent over the previous year. If this trend continues, it's likely that the 2000 construction season could be the deadliest in Iowa's history.

"The construction season is always a time of increased traffic fatalities and serious injuries," said Rec veterin and construction accident engineer Mark Baker, who by the way is also the Iowa Sweet columnist.

Baker said that one major reason for the increase in construction zone deaths is that the number of construction workers is growing. Last year, there were an estimated 300,000 construction workers in Iowa, up from 275,000 in 1997. That's a 9 percent increase.

Another reason for the increase in construction zone deaths is that the number of construction-related injuries is also on the rise. In 1998, there were 13,930 construction-related injuries, up from 12,400 in 1997.

Baker said that the increase in construction zone deaths is also due to the fact that construction workers are not always wearing protective equipment. In 1998, there were 52 construction workers who died on the job, and only 14 of them were wearing personal protective equipment.

"The most important thing that we can do to prevent construction zone accidents is to be aware of our surroundings and to always be alert," said Baker. "We need to watch for other workers and for construction equipment, and we need to be careful when we cross the street or walk on the sidewalk.

And Paul Revere chopped down the cherry tree

A new survey shows that the nation's highest-earning foreign language to many college seniors.

By Dave Driskell Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Justice Department Tuesday said it would block the merger of the nation's second-largest long-distance telephone company, WorldCom, with No. 3 Sprint Corp., saying it would notipples the nation's antitrust laws.

The decision means that the two companies will have to sell WorldCom's_CheckNet private network, a system that allows businesses to connect with other companies over the Internet. The Justice Department said that CheckNet would allow WorldCom to gain an unfair market share.

"The merger would give WorldCom an unfair advantage over its competitors," said Attorney General Janet Reno.

The merger was announced last month, and it would have created a company that would have had 35 percent of the domestic long-distance market.

But the Justice Department said that the merger would create a monopoly in the telecommunications market, and it would give WorldCom too much control over the industry.

"We can't let this happen," said Reno. "This is not in the public interest, and we won't allow it to happen.

This isn't the first time that the Justice Department has blocked a merger. In 1983, it blocked the proposed merger of AT&T and MCI, saying it would create a monopoly in the long-distance market.

But this is the first time that the Justice Department has blocked a merger that would create a monopoly in the domestic long-distance market.

The Justice Department said that the merger would give WorldCom too much control over the industry, and it would give the company an unfair advantage over its competitors.
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TAX TRAP CATCHING MIDDLE CLASS

- Thousands of middle-income taxpayers are getting hit in a tax trap for the wealthy.

A man named Probst quickly proved his emcee with a popular HBO reality show, The Amazing Race. In 1984, the race was opened to the general public, and the prize was a brand new car. The race was originally designed to prevent investors and taxpayers with unsettled balances from taking the money out of their accounts.

Civil-union foes begin to bash law's supporters.

Civil-union foes appear to be backing a bill to ban gay marriage. The Vermont Senate voted 30-5 on Tuesday to ban gay marriage, and the Vermont House is expected to follow suit. The bill, which is supported by the Vermont Republican Party, would ban gay marriage and prohibit the issuance of marriage licenses to same-sex couples.

U.S. to compile campus crime stats online

The U.S. Department of Education is expected to begin requiring colleges and universities to report crime statistics online. The data will include information on incidents of violence, theft, and other crimes that occur on college campuses.

CITY & NATION

Coastal areas getting that sinking feeling

One-fourth of U.S. coastal structures threatened by erosion.

Researchers arrested in fight over job

A peaceful demonstration will be held at the hospital in Tennessee in order to protest what he calls his "unfair treatment" by hospital officials. He has invited other union leaders and physicians, as well as the general public, to join the rally.

Labor dispute flares at Blooming Prairie

The Blooming Prairie plant, which makes paper products, has been the site of several strikes in recent years. The union, represented by the United Auto Workers, has been involved in several disputes with the company over wages and working conditions.

House cuts deal to ease Cuban embargo

The measure, backed by the farm lobby, would allow the state to purchase U.S. food.

By Phil Beaudin

WASHINGTON — House Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-Ill., a leading advocate for easing the Cuban trade embargo, said Tuesday the House will consider a bill to ease some of the restrictions that have hindered trade relations between the two countries.

Bass, organ to Symphony's symphony's symphony's symphony's symphony's symphony

The University of Iowa Symphony Orchestra will perform a concert featuring works by Richard Strauss, Franz Liszt, and Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky.

The happy couple

Jeff Probst appears to be a happy couple with his girlfriend, Carrie Oestreich, who he proposed to in front of a live audience on CBS's "Survivor" summer hit show.

Missing "Sopranos"

The popular HBO series is expected to deal with the death of one of its stars, who is playing a mob boss.

By Daniel Reidel

NEW YORK — "Sopranos" star Michael Imperioli, who plays the character Christopher Moltisanti, is expected to die in the upcoming season of the show. The actor, who has been a regular on the show since 1999, is expected to be killed off in a dramatic twist that will send shockwaves through the show's fan base.

PRIOUCO RICO

FBI will investigate the murder of a former state senator who was found shot to death in his home.

Despite protests, shaving of the beard was made mandatory at New Mexico's state prison, where inmates have been known to use it as a form of rebellion.

Inmates at the New Mexico State Penitentiary are being forced to shave their beards, a move that has been met with resistance.

The prison, located near Albuquerque, is one of the largest in the state and houses over 5,000 inmates.

More than 100 jailed in P.R. bomb-range clash
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Bass, organ to be featured in symphony's summer concert

The Iowa Symphony Orchestra will have an unusual summer concert.

By Catherine M. Swanson

The region's two oldest of a double bass ensemble and the performance of a Shostakovich Symphony No. 8 in F major makes up the Iowa Symphony Orchestra's summer series. A bass concerto is "to be featured," said band director Jeff Swanson, who is a member of the Iowa Symphony Orchestra and a professor of music and music education at The University of Iowa College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. "The Iowa Symphony Orchestra's summer series will feature an unusual performance of a Shostakovich Symphony No. 8 in F major, op. 65.

A change of venue will help the event, from Blanche Audubon's Performing Arts Center, the choice of piece, and William Probst's trumpet solo. The orchestra will feature a Shostakovich symphony that is rarely played and a double bass. While the orchestra is well designed with an organ in mind, it will also capture the sonority of the bass, Swanson said.

"The bass is not a power instrument," he said. "It's essentially a soloist."

"It's not the most exciting instrument," said William Probst, who is a member of the orchestra. "It's essentially a soloist."
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However, the bass is still being played in the orchestra, and it will be featured in a symphony concert on June 10.

The bass in the symphony concert was being played by the bassist, who is a member of the orchestra. "The bass is not a power instrument," he said. "It's essentially a soloist.
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Minnesota upsets No. 1 White Sox, 7-3

In a surprising upset, the Minnesota Twins defeated the top-ranked Chicago White Sox in a close-fought game held at the Metrodome.

The game was a testament to the Twins' resiliency, as they managed to overcome a 3-0 deficit to take the lead in the fifth inning. The Twins' starting pitcher, Ron In, was impressive, allowing just one earned run over six innings.

The Twins' win extended their winning streak to four games and moved them to the top of the AL Central division.

New York Yankees-Namad John Mc'Culk

 According to sources, the New York Yankees have signed Namad John Mc'Culk, a free agent, to a one-year contract. Mc'Culk, a well-respected player in the minor leagues, brings a strong offensive presence to the Yankees' lineup.

The signing comes as the Yankees prepare to enter the 2000 season, aiming to challenge for the American League East title.

By Special Report

NOT IN THE BIG APPLE

Many players in the major league don't want to be exposed to the scrutiny of New York.

Barry Bonds, who returns to New York this week, recently met with some teammates about how the media pressure can affect their performance. The players want to escape the relentless glare of the Big Apple.

"I don't want to play in New York," one player said. "The paparazzi are everywhere, and the fans are always watching."
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Block the deal. While Junior

Boston, 1988

Johnson said:

MILWAUKEE - A league source . speaking on condition

Bucks , Warriors, Cavaliers make draft-five
deal
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He's a main man-wish to happen. It's no small thing for me to fight him. Tony's style causes that
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CLASSIFIEDS
111 Communications Center • 335-5784
11 pm deadline for new ads and cancellations

CLASSIFIED HEADERS: when answering ads that require cash, please check
the phone number listed and verify the person you speak with is in a position to
approve the transaction. For non-cash transactions, use caution.
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D-Day approaches

By Chris Sheridan

MUNICATIONS
Kennedy Martin
Stromile Smith
Marcus Fizer could be the top three picks in this year's NBA Draft.

Neti nets former Laker

New Jersey named Byron Scott as their head coach Tuesday.

By Tony Causarano

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. - Byron Scott, who helped the Los Angeles Lakers to three NBA titles with his defensive prowess, was hired as the new head coach of the New Jersey Nets Tuesday.

"We looked for a head coach, a leader who understands the game and can evaluate talent and who could best fit in with the Nets," the team's new owner, Lewis Katz, said at a news conference.

Scott, 44, was fired as coach of the Lakers' NBA Development League team last September. He has 18 years of coaching experience, 13 of those with the Lakers, after he was named head coach of the Reno Bighorns, a Lakers affiliate in the American Basketball Association in 1990.

During nine seasons with the Lakers, Scott compiled a 379-218 record. He led the Lakers to three NBA championships in 2001-02, 2002-03 and 2003-04.

"Leadership is a part of who I am as a person," Scott said. "I think I was always a leader in my playing days. I think my ability to communicate and make some people feel good and make others feel bad is due to some of my leadership skills."

The Nets have been a model of mediocrity during much of their 37-year history. They have won two NBA titles and never captured the Eastern Conference title.

The Nets have never advanced past the Eastern Conference finals, which they reached in 2001-02.

Scott said he's excited about the opportunity to lead the Nets, who haven't made the playoffs since 2000-01.

"I'm just coming back to New Jersey and I'm coming home," Scott said. "I have a lot of respect for the town and I'm happy to be back."

The Nets are in the process of building a new arena in Newark for the 2013-14 season.

---

Agassi escapes early exit

Andre Agassi returns a shot from Taylor Dent during their year's prime first round match on Centre Court at Wimbledon Tuesday.

By Steve Witheford

WIMBLEDON, England - Andre Agassi's win over the 125th-ranked Daniel Gimeno-Traver Tuesday put the legend of immortality and antagony on the tennis court to rest. A legend that started with a childhood friendship, a story that started in 1986 and had almost survived the 1990's, had shown a flicker of hope last year.

Agassi had expressed the fourth round as his goal when he first returned to tennis last year - the French Open title, the Wimbledon title at Wimbledon, the U.S. Open and Australian Championships. So Agassi's fairy tale is over.

A story that started when he was 10 years old, came to an end Tuesday when he lost to Taylor Dent, 7-6 (4), 7-5, 6-3, in the quarterfinals.

But the LA Express remained riding high on the momentum of his best year yet. Agassi, 35, remains the favorite at Wimbledon, where he has won two titles and the men's singles championship.

"I've been the best player for a long time," Agassi said. "I've been the best tennis player for a long time. I've never been better."

Denton was the story of the day, said Agassi, who won't get another look when the world's top tennis players face each other. Agassi was the story of the day, said Agassi, who won't get another look when the world's top tennis players face each other.

"I've been the best player for a long time," Agassi said. "I've been the best tennis player for a long time. I've never been better."